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ABSTRACT
Global water classification data layers such as the European Joint Research Centre’s Monthly
Water History dataset allow for accurate and large scale analysis of trends in the extent of open
water on Earth. Yet, on the local scale, there is opportunity to increase the accuracy and temporal
density of such datasets. In this study, we have shown that a machine learning based technique
can improve the sensitivity of water classification over small to medium sized water bodies. Our
pipeline allows for complete land cover classification at every acquisition date for a region of interest
after spatiotemporal imputation fills in gaps from clouds and other conditions in LANDSAT satellite
imagery. An implementation using R and the Google Earth Engine computing platform is presented
in this paper which collects, imputes, and classifies imagery along with identifying outliers and




The current diversity of remote sensing technology allows for scientists to gather imagery of
our planet in a wide range of spectral, temporal, and spatial resolutions [1]. A common goal is to
archive observations of Earth’s surface and atmosphere. Land cover classification is an application
of remote sensing which is of interest to natural resource research projects such as the National
Resources Inventory (NRI) at Iowa State University [2]. Such projects rely on consistent imagery of
locations of interest. Aerial photography can produce high resolution imagery with minimal effect
from atmospheric conditions on favorable days [4]. Multispectral satellite missions, such as MODIS
and LANDSAT, have generated consistent imagery for several decades, but the resolution is often
lower than aerial imagery and adverse atmospheric conditions, such as cloud cover, may lengthen
the period between clear observations of the Earth’s surface [20, 24]. When conducting land cover
classification research, factors such as spatial and temporal resolution, atmospheric quality, and
costs of acquisition each greatly effect the accuracy and scope of analysis.
One area of interest in land cover classification is the identification of pixels covering water-
based land cover types [3, 9, 11, 15, 17]. This may include pixels covering an area composed of (1)
completely open water, (2) mostly open water such as along waterbody boundaries, or (3) water
in wetland areas possibly containing water-based vegetation. NRI surveys include the estimation
of the surface extent of waterbodies. Currently, the survey reports annual estimates of permanent
waterbody extent from evaluation of high resolution aerial photography. This imagery has very high
resolution, but is expensive and time consuming to obtain. Trained scientists at several affiliated
facilities follow standardized procedures and definitions for determining the boundaries of land
cover types and other features of interest, including permanent waterbodies, within the imagery
[6, 16]. With the growing ease of access to satellite imagery and advancement of automated land
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cover classification methods, the NRI program is interested in utilizing images from the LANDSAT
mission satellites to supplement the current survey estimation techniques.
LANDSAT images have a spatial resolution of 30 m and a temporal resolution of 16 days. Among
the LANDSAT 5, 7, and 8 missions, multiple satellites have sometimes been in orbit concurrently
allowing for locations to be photographed every 8 days. These satellites have generated a database
of global imagery which spans from the early 1980’s to the present day. Each satellite has been
equipped with technology used to quantify spectral information from surface reflectance, in both the
visible and infrared spectrums [24]. The derived NDWI and MNDWI indicies are commonly used
to identify water land covers in LANDSAT imagery [7, 25]. As previously mentioned, low resolution
and adverse atmospheric conditions can pose challenges for consistent and accurate estimation of
water extent from LANDSAT imagery compared to aerial methods.
Such challenges have not prevented scientists from developing high quality land cover clas-
sifications of water from LANDSAT imagery. The European Joint Research Center (JRC) has
developed the Monthly Water History database of global water coverage at monthly intervals from
1984 - 2015. The dataset classifies each pixel as open water, non-water, or missing. According to
the JRC definition, a pixel is only classified as open water when it likely covers an area on the
surface which contains 30 m2 of water alone. The authors of the study associated with the JRC
Monthly Water History database claim a false positive water classification rate of less than 1% and
an exclusion rate of less than 5% of true open water pixels [17].
While the success of the JRC Monthly Water History database is impressive, the dataset seems
most adept for studies of large waterbodies and regions of interest. Our initial studies revealed that
the JRC classifications often underestimate the total water extent in small waterbodies on a per
image basis. We hypothesize that many factors could reduce the accuracy of the JRC classifications
over small bodies of water. Large waterbodies contain vast expanses of open water with great
homogeneity between pixels compared to small waterbodies and wetland areas. When studying
smaller bodies of water, the percentage of pixels containing some amount of land along the border
of the waterbody increases. In general, small waterbodies are relatively shallow, possibly increasing
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the incidence of water-based vegetation and the diversity of spectral signals. Both situations could
lead to the underestimation of the total waterbody extent by methods such as JRC. Furthermore,
small waterbodies may be subject to higher fluctuation due to extreme weather events. The monthly
time period between JRC classifications may fail to capture the change of extent in waterbodies
which occurs within each month due to compositing all available imagery into a single monthly
classification.
It is important to seek methods to improve two aspects of water classification compared to
the JRC study. First, a classification technique with increased sensitivity in identifying pixels
which contribute to the total estimated water extent by recognizing a variety of water-based land
covers is needed. Such a method should produce an unbiased estimate of total waterbody extent
compared to the negative bias present in the JRC Monthly Water History database. Second, a
method for increasing the number of classifications per year should be developed in order to better
monitor regions of interest with high fluctuation in total water extent. Such a method would
classify LANDSAT imagery on a per image basis, after imputation of missing data due to adverse
atmospheric conditions and satellite malfunction. These improvements would both increase the
ability to analyze the local effect of extreme fluctuations and also lead to less biased estimates of
total water extent.
This paper presents several methods which more fully utilize the potential of LANDSAT imagery
for water classification as outlined above. These methods are organized in a predictive pipeline of
the following contributions. Chapter 2 includes a novel clustering based algorithm which gener-
ates training data for random forest classifiers to produce less biased predictions from unreliable
ground truth training labels. An adaptation of the STFIT method is also presented, allowing for
complete classification of every available LANDSAT image after imputation of missing data [27].
The sampling and classification schemes for this pipeline are also provided in Chapter 2, as well as
an outlier detection method for identifying classified images which have water extents inconsistent
with extreme weather events, seasonal patterns, or overall trends. A validation study was designed
to verify the accuracy of the classifiers trained via the novel clustering method and to optimize the
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parameters included in this algorithm, which is presented in Chapter 3. This validation study shows
our methodology can generate a water classification layer with less bias and increased sensitivity for
a localized region of interest compared to the JRC Monthly Water History database. In Chapter
4, we further demonstrate the advantages of this pipeline by classifying LANDSAT imagery on a
per image basis after imputation for several regions that exhibit unusual hydrologic behaviors.
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY
Early methods of land cover classification in satellite imagery relied on grouping corrected
pixels via visual analysis and simple pattern recognition techniques. Subsequent methods have
become more automated and complex with the advent of advanced computing methods and machine
learning [19]. Recently, the Google Earth Engine computing platform has provided methods to
researchers for rapid processing of massive amounts of satellite imagery via both traditional and
machine learning techniques. This has drastically eased the acquisition and preprocessing of large
amounts of imagery [10].
Our methodology relies on Google Earth Engine for the collection of all LANDSAT scenes
covering a region of interest. The data are drawn from the LANDSAT 5, 7, and 8 USGS Surface
Reflectance Tier 1 collections between January 1, 1984 and December 31, 2018 [22]. These datasets
each include at least 6 standardized surface reflectance bands along with quality information for
each pixel. Monthly classifications drawn from the JRC Monthly Water History dataset for the
regions of interest are also collected over the full extent available from January 1, 1984 to December
31, 2015. A small sample of these datasets are utilized to create the training dataset for the Random
Forest classifier as described below.
2.1 Selecting Training Dataset Imagery
Select a sample size of k images to compose the training dataset for a given a region of interest
(ROI). For the purposes of this paper, our interest is studying ROIs with small waterbodies or areas
at least temporarily containing surface water greater than 30 m2 in extent. Google Earth Engine
was limiting in the amount of training data that could be used for the random forest classifier, so
we chose to sample k = 3 very high quality training images in the following manner:
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1. Collect all USGS LANDSAT Surface Reflectance Tier 1 images which have at least one pixel
located within the ROI and clip each image to the ROI polygon. Using training images only
from the LANDSAT 5 satellite was deemed sufficient for this project.
2. The ‘pixel qa’ and ‘sr cloud qa’ quality assurance bands should be used to determine cloud
cover in each image as described further in Appendix A [5]. Filter the collected images, by
requiring each retained image to have thresholds ≤ c% of the ROI covered by clouds and
≥ a% of the ROI included in the image. For this paper, our sample of k = 3 high quality
images with low cloud cover were selected from the pool of imagery specified by c = 5 and
a = 95.
3. Merge each of the retained images with the JRC water classification layer of the same month
and year as each image’s acquisition date. Name this new band ‘JRC.’
4. Calculate the day of year (DOY) quantities from each acquisition date and sort the images
into three groups: DOY 120 - 180, DOY 180 - 240, DOY 240 - 300. These groups roughly
split the imagery into equal periods spaced throughout the growing season.
5. For this study, we also wanted to ensure that the image selected from each part of the
growing season captured a large degree of the variability of water extent that occurs in the
ROI. Therefore, we selected images which contained a high percentile of water extents as
identified by the JRC dataset as follows: For each group, sort the images by total water
extent in increasing order. This can be calculated from the total number of pixels labeled
as water in the ‘JRC’ classification layer. Determine which image is the first to fall within
the 90th percentile of total water extent for the group and select this image to represent the
associated DOY range.
6. The 6 standard reflectance bands can be retrieved from each sampled LANDSAT image:
Red, Green, Blue, NIR (Near Infrared), SWIR 1 (Shortwave Infrared 1), SWIR 2 (Shortwave
Infrared 2) [24]. These bands may be used directly as training features or functions of these
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bands may be used to generate features as related to the desired application. For water
classification, the pixel quantities following quantities were selected as features:
(a) NDWI = (Green - NIR) / (Green + NIR) [7]
(b) MNDWI = (Green - SWIR 1) / (Green + SWIR 1) [25]
(c) MIR = SWIR 1
The three images selected from these steps may be used to generate the training dataset for the
ROI.
2.2 Cluster Generated Label Method
In our initial studies, we used the three images and associated JRC classification labels to train
a random forest classifier. The sensitivity of this method in identifying water containing pixels was
low. We hypothesized that the JRC labels were inaccurate for these small waterbodies in a manner
which lead to under-classification of the total extent of the waterbodies in each ROI. A method of
editing the JRC labels in the training datasets to account for this bias was deemed necessary in order
increase the sensitivity of the classifications. As a solution to biased classifications due to unreliable
ground truth data, we present the Cluster Generated Label method which was developed to increase
the classification accuracy of our machine learning technique compared to the JRC Monthly Water
History database.
1. Given an image containing a set of pixels with b ≥ 1 bands and associated classification labels,
use X-Means clustering to assign each pixel to one of X clusters, such that X ∈ [10, 100].
Note that the clustering should be performed on the b bands alone, without including the
information from the classification labels [18].
2. For each cluster x ∈ {1, . . . , X}, calculate the proportion p ∈ [0, 1] of pixels which have an
associated binary label of 1 or have at least one vertically or horizontally adjacent pixel which
is classified as 1.
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3. For cluster x, if the proportion p is greater than a threshold λ ∈ [0, 1], i.e. p > λ , set a
temporary classification label to 1 for all pixels belonging to cluster x. If p ≤ λ , set the
temporary label to 0 for all pixels belonging to cluster x.
4. After iterating through all X clusters, compare the temporary label for each pixel to its JRC
label. If the temporary and JRC labels are both 1 or both 0, include one copy of the pixel
data with the associated label in the training dataset. If the temporary and original labels do
not match, include two copies of the pixel data in the training dataset, one associated with
the 0 label and the second associated with the 1 label.
5. Various values for the threshold λ should be tested to fine-tune the classifier to reach desirable
rates of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
We will denote any classifications generated using the methods described above with the acronym
CSSM paired with the associated value of λ used in the Cluster Generated Label Method step. An
empirical comparison of the classification results compared to using the original JRC labels alone
can be found in Chapter 3.
2.3 Imputation of Missing Values
Remote sensing imagery collected via satellites is often contaminated by cloud cover or other
sensor errors. Many classification techniques mosaic multiple images from a time period of interest
to fill in missing pixels. Another technique is imputation of missing pixels.. By completing impu-
tation on each image, classifications can be generated for every pixel in all available imagery. One
such imputation method which has been used to gap-fill missing data in satellite imagery is the
STFIT method [27].
In this study, the three images selected for the training dataset may have up to 10% of the
total pixels missing due to adverse atmospheric conditions or other lack of coverage of the ROI.
Imputation is not completed on the training data to prevent the introduction of any potential bias
into the classifier. On the other hand, all other available imagery for the ROI will imputed via an
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altered version of the STFIT algorithm to fill-in any gaps in each image before classification [27].
All LANDSAT 5, 7, and 8 USGS Surface Reflectance Tier 1 images which have at least one pixel
located within the ROI polygon are gathered via Google Earth Engine [22, 10]. In regions which
experience snow or frozen water during the winter months, imagery containing these conditions are
excluded. The mission appropriate quality assurance bands are used to nullify pixels containing
cloud cover as described in Appendix A [5]. The following procedures are used to impute the
missing values in the set of imagery to be classified:
1 Mean estimation. Group images every two consecutive years (the last group contains three
years if total number of years is odd), then estimate a pixel-wise annual mean function within
each group separately. Compared to using all images to estimate one universal mean function
in STFIT, the proposed step mean estimation is able to reflect more variation over time and
is more accurate when the assumption of stationary annual mean is violated for any pixel.
2 Temporal effect estimation. Substract the estimated mean function from observed pixels (i.e.
calculate residuals within each group after removing outliers), then pass residuals to the
temporal effect estimation in STFIT algorithm.
3 Spatial effect estimation. The STFIT algorithm is only able to estimate spatial effect for pixels
in partially missing images by sparse FPCA techniques [26]. For images with completely
missing data, linear interpolation of spatial effect estimates from the nearest forward and
backward images by date with less than 50% pixels missing was used to estimate spatial
effect.
4 Imputation. Imputed pixel value is the sum of mean estimate, temporal effect estimate and
spatial effect estimate.
The above procedure is efficient for imputing images of a few thousand pixels. For larger
images in the following case study, a 2-level hierarchical sampling scheme was implemented to
reduce computational burden. A sub-image obtained by systematic sampling was imputed first,
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and then the whole image was split into 9 regular units which were imputed using the above method
in a parallel fashion.
2.4 Classify Imagery
After editing the training dataset via the Cluster Generated Label method and imputing the
missing values in all other images, a random forest classifier is trained on the k training images.
The following steps can be used to generate a series of classified images for use in spatiotemporal
case studies of the ROI:
1. Train a Random Forest classifier using t trees and the k training images with the Cluster
Generated Label Method for some λ ∈ [0, 1], as described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We found
that t = 500 trees with k = 3 training images was computationally efficient when using Google
Earth Engine for this application. In Chapter 3 we investigate varying the threshold λ, but
use λ = 0.1 or λ = 0.3 in the case studies of Chapter 4.
2. Collect the LANDSAT USGS Surface Reflectance Tier 1 images for the period and region of
interest and impute any missing values as described in Section 2.3.
3. For each pixel in the set of imputed imagery, use the LANDSAT surface reflectance bands as
described in the training dataset generation steps to derive the selected features. Again, we
chose to derive 3 commonly used quantities for water classification:
(a) NDWI = (Green - NIR) / (Green + NIR) [7]
(b) MNDWI = (Green - SWIR 1) / (Green + SWIR 1) [25]
(c) MIR = SWIR 1




Methods used to identify cloud cover in satellite imagery are imperfect. In each collection of
images after cloud-masking there are likely several images which still contain regions of abnormal
pixels due to atmospheric conditions. Classifying unmasked cloud covered pixels may result in
images containing large areas of incorrectly classified pixels. If an area of incorrectly classified
pixels is large enough, statistics of interest for the image will be affected. Identifying images with
areas of incorrectly classified regions is important for ensuring spatial representations and timeseries
of statistics calculated from the collection of images are accurate representations of the land covers
in the classified imagery.
A method of outlier detection for the general problem of identifying random patches of in-
correctly classified areas in a set of imagery with binary classifications was developed as applied
to problem above. The method assumes that incorrectly classified pixels may appear at random
within an image. These random errors should therefore not correspond to the patterns of extreme
events or seasonal and overall trends. The method can be described mathematically as follows:
Consider a set of classifications {C1, C2, ..., CN} for N images with pixels within a region of
interest. The classifications for image Ck where k ∈ 1, ..., N can be represented as a matrix
Ck =

c11k c12k . . .










Let a function to find the capture year of image k be defined as f(k) = y ∈ {1, . . . , Y } where Y
is the total number of years of imagery studied. For each y ∈ 1, . . . , Y , let Ay = {Ck : f(k) = y}
be the set of the classifications of the images which were taken in year y. From the set of imagery
for year y, we can form the image Ty =
∑
k∈Ay Ck, which produces an image of the total number
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of times each pixel was classified as water in year y. Note that image Ty is in the form of a matrix
composed of the elements tijy ∈ {0, . . . , N}. Then, we can define an image of median water extent
based on a pixel-wise function, such that pixel mijy = I(
tijy
|Ay | ≥ 0.5) More explicitly, the median





|Ay | ≥ 0.5) m12y = I(
t12y
|Ay | ≥ 0.5) . . .
m21y = I(
t21y
|Ay | ≥ 0.5) m22y = I(
t22y





We will consider the statistics hk and lk for each image k. The statistic hk represents the sum
total of all pixels in the image k classified as water which were not classified as water in the median
water extent for year y weighted by each pixels’ frequency of classification as water. Similarly, the
statistic lk represents the sum total of all pixels in the image k not classified as water which were














I(cijk = 0)I(mijy = 1)
|Ay| − tijy
The statistics hk and lk can each be modeled with generalized linear models under robust




j=1 ckij be the total area of
water extent in image k and consider sk ∈ {1, . . . , 365} to be the day of the year when the image
was captured.
The goal of this modeling process is to identify outlying values of the statistics hk and lk. A
priori, we expect the data values of these statistics to include outlying values, so robust regression
is an appropriate choice for adjusting the modeling process to the assumption that outliers are
included in the data and will effect the estimation. The robustbase R package can be used to
implement robust regression in generalized linear models [13]. The mean-variance relationship of
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the observations of hk and lk should be analyzed to select an appropriate distribution family. Box-
Cox plots of the case studies presented in this paper show that the log of grouped means versus
the log of grouped standard deviations are often linearly related with a slope implying the use of a
gamma family in these generalized linear regressions.
The following model selection algorithm should be followed to specify the generalized linear
model for the region of interest:





interaction effects between ek and the seasonality coefficients.
2. Assess the significance of the interaction terms. Retain those up to and including the highest
power which is statistically significant with a p-value above 0.05.
3. Remove the seasonality coefficients which are non-significant as long as they do not have
a significant interaction coefficient with ek and no higher power seasonality coefficients are
significant in the model.
The steps above will result in two generalized linear models, one for hk,y and the other for lk,y.
The deviance residuals from these models are extracted. Any observations with a deviance residual
greater than 2 can be flagged as a potential outlier. In our model we are interested in removing
observations with hk or lk values that are much higher than would be predicted. These images
should be removed from the analysis due to evidence from the outlier detection method indicating
the presence of areas significantly over or under predicted as water. Removing all observations
flagged as outliers by this method without using any multiple comparisons corrections should not
result in a significant reduction in total number of available observations, despite the fact that
several of the values selected as outliers are likely correctly classified images. Performing this outlier
detection method should emphasize the trends present in the data by removing observations with
measurement error, but retaining those that match drought or flooding patterns.
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CHAPTER 3. VALIDATION STUDY
In this chapter, a small validation study of the CSSM Cluster Generated Label Method is
presented and compared to the monthly JRC classifications. For the sake of clarity, it should
be emphasized how the classifications generated from the method described in this article will
be denoted compared to those derived from the JRC Monthly Water History database. We will
denote any classifications generated using the method described above with the acronym CSSM
paired with the associated value of λ used in the Cluster Generated Label step. Classifications
retrieved directly from the JRC database are denoted JRC. In our validation and case studies, the
CSSM classifications for a LANDSAT image are compared with the classifications found in the JRC
Monthly Water History database for the corresponding month and year of that image. It should be
noted that when using λ = 1 in the Cluster Generated Label method, this is equivalent to training
a classifier with labels gathered directly from the JRC Monthly Water History database. As the
value of λ decreases, more information from the clustering step is included in the training, further
altering the training dataset from what is gathered directly from the JRC database.
Unfortunately, there does not exist a 100% accurate ground truth dataset for land cover classi-
fications in Landsat imagery to be used for validation purposes. Given that Landsat imagery has
30 m resolution, it is generally difficult for both human and machine to perfectly identify the land
cover type of a pixel without relying on higher resolution imagery. For the sake of validating our
method, we utilize 1 m resolution imagery from the National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP)
to draw polygons of waterbody boundaries and compare these polygons to our 30 m LANDSAT
pixel classifications [8]. This independent method allows us to quantify the error of both the JRC
and CSSM water classifications using several statistics.
For the sake of validating the accuracy of the CSSM method, we decided to study a sample
of qualifying waterbodies within Iowa as catalogued by the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD)
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[21]. Qualifying waterbodies include estuaries, lakes, and reservoirs larger than 40 acres in surface
area and streams larger than 660 ft in width. Three waterbodies were sampled from each of Iowa’s
nine agricultural districts. For each waterbody, given the associated polygons within the NHD,
a buffer area of 800 m was drawn around each waterbody to generate 27 total regions of interest
(ROI). NAIP imagery is available annually throughout the growing seasons between 2003 and 2018
[8]. Sets of NAIP images of each waterbody were sampled to select one NAIP observation per
waterbody between 2003 and 2015, conditional on the availability of a Landsat image which was
taken within the same month as the NAIP image and met the following criteria: the image had
≤ 5% of the image covered by clouds (as discussed in Appendix A) and ≥ 95% of the ROI was
included within the image.
For each of the 27 ROI, the water classification methodology was followed. CSSM water clas-
sifications were gathered at λ = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 1.0} and the JRC water classifications were also
gathered for the ROI using the JRC data from the same month and year as the Landsat image.
The ground truth dataset for each ROI was composed of a hand-drawn polygon using the 1 m res-
olution NAIP images of closest acquisition date to the Landsat prediction images. Using the NAIP
polygon, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of water classification are calculated in comparison
to the water classifications by identifying whether the centroid of each classified Landsat pixel fell
within or outside of the waterbody polygon(s) drawn from the NAIP images.
Furthermore, a proportion based method was also used to generate an error statistic for the
JRC and CSSM methods. Given a predicted water classification, the total area of the predicted
waterbody was calculated and divided by the total area of the ROI. For the JRC water classification,
the predicted proportion water of an image is denoted p̂JRC , and for the CSSM water classification,
the predicted proportion water of an image is denoted p̂CSSM . Then, each of these were compared
to the NAIP proportion water of the image by dividing the total area of the NAIP water polygon(s)
by the total area of the ROI, which we label p. The proportion-based water error is defined as
εJRC = p̂JRC − p and εCSSM = p̂CSSM − p for each water classification method.
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Figure 3.1 Sensitivity and specificity
Figure 1 compares the JRC water classification sensitivity and specificity to those of the CSSM
water classifications at various values of the tuning parameter λ. When λ = 1, the CSSM method
is equivalent to training the random forest classifier using the JRC water classification labels alone,
as it includes no extra information from the clustering step. For this reason, the values of λ are
ordered from 1 to 0, as it is easy to see that using a random forest classifier trained via JRC water
classification labels alone is extremely similar to the sensitivity and specificity of using the JRC
Monthly Water History data layer. As λ decreases toward 0, more information from the clustering
step is included in the training. It is evident that including the information from the clustering
step is useful in increasing the sensitivity of the water classifications. As the sensitivity increases,
there is a decrease in the specificity of the classifications, as expected, but it is arguable that the
relative increase in sensitivity is of more value than the slight decrease in specificity, at least until
λ is approximately less than 0.3.
When comparing the error in the estimated water proportions εJRC and εCSSM , we see that
the bias of the total area of water classified becomes less negative as the value of λ decreases.
Eventually the bias becomes close to zero around 0.5 and the method tends to begin to over predict
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Figure 3.2 Prediction error based on predicted proportion water versus validated propor-
tion water
the total amount of water in the image once λ becomes less than 0.3. Using these statistics, we can
also calculate the mean squared error for the methods at various levels of λ for the CSSM method.
For the purposes of choosing a value for λ when using the CSSM method, this analysis suggests
λ = 0.5 is a good starting value. For some locations, decreasing the value of λ further does increase
the sensitivity of the method without harming the specificity greatly. It seems reasonable to also run
the classifications at λ = 0.3 and even λ = 0.1 and examine the spatial patterns of the classifications
with previous intuition of the ROI, to see if the method seems to be over predicting the amount of
water. It is possible that in some cases, a low value of λ may be more useful than λ = 0.5. In any
case, the outlier detection methods discussed in Appendix C will help remove images that result in
classifications that are suspect for over or under prediction of total water.
This validation study offers convincing evidence that the Cluster Generated Label method and
the CSSM schema for water classification can result in better sensitivity than provided by the JRC
Monthly Water History data layer. Our method is currently developed for the purpose of analyzing
one small to medium sized waterbody at a time. The JRC method is better suited for global or large
scale studies where precise identification of small areas of water will not largely effect the end goal.
For more precise monitoring of waterbodies of interest, it would be wise to utilize the CSSM method
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Figure 3.3 Mean squared prediction error
for several reasons. As we have demonstrated, the CSSM method will help to identify areas in small
waterbodies and wetlands which are also water-covered but not classified by the JRC method. The
classified images of the 27 regions used in the validation study (Supplementary Material), show the
CSSM method tends to include areas containing mostly water along the shore of the water bodies
or shallow regions of water which may also include water-based vegetation, which are often missed
by the JRC water classification. Furthermore, the CSSM method can produce a fuller analysis of
long-term and seasonal trends by imputing missing data from cloud cover and corruption. After
imputation, each Landsat image offers a complete picture of what most likely was observed on the
surface at the image capture date. This greatly increases the density of available information and
can better identify areas which are likely to flood due to extreme weather events. The validation
study does not emphasize this utility, but this will be a focus of the following case studies.
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Figure 4.1 Colorado River Timeseries
4.1 Colorado River
A four square mile region along the Colorado River near White Canyon, Utah was selected
for study. This location was chosen due to its fluctuation in water extent during drought, which
was discovered via the JRC Monthly Water History database. Images between DOY 120 and 300
from 1984 to 2018 were retrieved for study in this region, for a total of 1111 images. The outlier
detection methodology removed 105 image classifications from the analysis. In this study, most of
the images removed had classification patterns representing abnormally low water extent. It should
be noted that a fair number of images with low total extents of water were retained in the few years
after 2013, but these classifications, upon further inspection, seem to accurately model the truly
low water extent due to extreme drought events that occurred in those years. The patterns in these
images are similar to the water extent that occurred during the drought in 2013. Compared to
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the JRC classifications, the multiple CSSM classifications within each month help to illustrate the
variability and more specific pattern of drought than depicted in the JRC dataset.
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Figure 4.3 Devil’s Lake Timeseries
4.2 Devils Lake
A four square mile region along the banks of Devil’s Lake near Minnewaukan, North Dakota
was selected for study. This location was chosen due to the rapid growth in water extent of Devil’s
Lake in the last 20 years. Images between DOY 120 and 300 from 1984 to 2018 were retrieved for
study in this region, for a total of 1298 images. The outlier detection methodology removed 140
image classifications from the analysis. In this study, most of the images removed were those which
were acquired during the transition period from almost no water to large encroachment of the lake
between 1992 and 1996. In these images, the imputation algorithm did not perform reliably due to
the drastic changes. Unfortunately, several of the non-cloud covered images with seemingly correct
classifications were also removed by the outlier analysis due to the instability of the water extent.
During years when the variability of the lake’s extent was mostly seasonal, the CSSM method’s
reliance on imputation and multiple images per month becomes an obvious advantage. In July
2012 and October 2015 a large proportion of missing values were retained in the JRC classification,
while the CSSM method was able to provide a complete classification for several images in those
months thereby illustrating within-month variability.
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Figure 4.5 New Orleans Timeseries
4.3 New Orleans
A four square mile region along the Mississippi River near Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana, was
selected for study. This location was chosen due to its position over the Bonnet-Carre Spillway
which is opened when the Mississippi River floods to a level where excess water needs to be drained
rapidly. Images between DOY 1 and 365 from 1984 to 2018 were retrieved for study in this region,
for a total of 884 images. The outlier detection methodology removed 59 image classifications from
the analysis. The outliers identified by the models were mostly images which contained regions
incorrectly classified as water due to the presence of cloud shadow missed by the masking step.
Yet, the outlier detection method retained many extreme values of water extent. These images
were correctly retained since the images were captured on dates when the Bonnet Carre spillway
was opened for various reasons. There are official records of the Spillway being opened for various
lengths of time in 1997, 2008, 2011, 2016, 2018. Furthermore, there is evidence of the spillway also
opening in 1994 for an ecological experiment [12]. Our method accurately captures the flooding
of the spillway without removing the extreme events as outliers. Furthermore, there are a great
number of classifications in the JRC dataset which greatly under classify the total water extent.
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The CSSM time series accurately shows that the total extent of the water in the region almost
never drops below 1,500,000 m2. An obvious seasonal trend within each year is also evident in the
CSSM time series. Finally, the spatial representation of the classifications for several of the flood
years show that the CSSM method has increased sensitivity to water extent compared to the JRC
method, complementing the results of the validation study.
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Figure 4.7 Prairie Pothole Timeseries
4.4 Prairie Potholes
A four square mile region in the heart of the prairie pothole region near Fullerton, North Dakota
was selected for study. This location was chosen in order to study the change in seasonal and annual
trends of water extent in prairie potholes. Images between DOY 120 and 300 from 1984 to 2018
were retrieved for study in this region, for a total of 869 images. The outlier detection methodology
removed 60 image classifications from the analysis. In this study, the outlier detection method
most notably identified classifications with abnormally low patterns of water extent. It seems the
imputation algorithm was conservative and often filled in gaps with pixels more resembling land
cover types than water. This may be due to the more variable nature of the water extent in each
year and variable trend over time. The large spread in water extent within each year is likely
due to the hydrological properties of prairie potholes. The spatial classifications depict fluctuation
along the borders of the potholes due to seasonal flooding. Over time, the number and size of the
potholes fluctuate due to long term changes in the pattern of rains and drought. The increased
density of classifications using the CSSM method may be useful in determining flood risk or other
water frequency estimations within the region.
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Figure 4.8 Prairie Pothole Dynamics
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
This paper highlights the advantages of imputation and classification of LANDSAT imagery
to increase the spatiotemporal density of estimation for water-based land cover studies on small
regions of interest. The contributions of this paper include a novel clustering based algorithm
which generates training data for random forest classifiers to produce less biased predictions from
unreliable ground truth training labels. Our validation study shows that the extra steps described in
the Cluster Generated Label method allow for increased sensitivity in detecting water land covers.
Complete classification of every available LANDSAT image after imputation of missing data is
accomplished via a modified version of the STFIT algorithm [27]. An outlier detection method for
identifying classified images which have water extents inconsistent with extreme weather events,
seasonal patterns, or overall trends is also presented. The case studies show that seasonal effects
and extreme weather events can be better identified after imputation and outlier removal compared
to the JRC database. However, it is important to frame the advantages of these results within the
limitations of the methodology.
The advantages of these methods have been demonstrated on small to medium sized water-
bodies and the surrounding local regions. While expanding the selection of training data may
be appropriate for generating classifications over larger geographical regions, this method is not
designed for developing global coverage classifications at which the JRC Monthly Water History
database excels. Furthermore, the imputation methods described in this article are efficient only
for small regions of interest. Currently, our methods require several days of processing time to
gather, convert, and impute all the images for a 4 sq. mile region of interest. We remain confident,
however, that the methods described in this article are superior for the analysis of small bodies of
water.
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The methods described in this paper allow for LANDSAT imagery to be used to study small
waterbody extent at high accuracy and with sub-monthly temporal resolution. Considering that
LANDSAT imagery is an extensive and still developing archive of observations of the Earth’s sur-
face, there are many opportunities for continued use of these methods. These methods are a starting
point for natural resource scientists, specifically those involved in the National Resource Inventory,
to enhance standardized procedures for the monitoring of water resources. The automated nature
of the method may contribute to the accuracy of NRI estimations as a supplemental technique. In
the future, we intend to develop methods so that other land cover types can be differentiated in
a manner similar to this method. Further improvements, especially in regard to selecting repre-
sentative samples of training data for larger regions of interest and more efficient computational
methods are also in development.
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APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
A.1 - Masking LANDSAT Data
The data from the Landsat 5 and 7 satellites provide ’sr cloud qa’ and ’pixel qa’ quality infor-
mation for each pixel. Landsat 8 provides similar ’sr aerosol’ and ’pixel qa’ values. The Landsat
5 and 7 missions use LEDAPS to assess quality and provide bit values for general classifications
including Dense Dark Vegetation, Cloud, Cloud Shadow, Adjacent to Cloud, Snow, and Water via
the ’sr cloud qa’ band [14]. The Landsat 8 mission uses the LaSRC method and similarly reports bit
values indicating Fill (missing), Aerosol Retrieval, Water, Cloud or Cirrus, Cloud Shadow, Aerosol
Content [23].
It is recommended that the information included in the ’pixel qa’ band generated via CFMask
be used in preference to the bands generated by the LEDAPS and LaSRC methods. The CFMask
method used to create the ’pixel qa’ band is more accurate than both the LEDAPS and LaSRC
methods. The information from all three methods will be used in this analysis. A conservative
approach was taken by including only data with very high quality scores in this analysis. The pixels
with high quality scores were retained, while pixels with other values were removed and imputed
by the STFIT algorithm [27]. High quality scores for the sake of our analysis included the following
values.
• pixel qa: 66, 68, 130, 132, 322, 324, 386, 388, 834, 836, 898, 900, 1346, 1348
• sr cloud qa: 1, 32
• sr aerosol: 1, 2, 4, 32, 66, 68, 96, 100, 130, 132, 160, 164, 194, 224, 228
